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	What will data management technologies look like in ten years? While the future's difficult to predict, this book provides students, researchers and professionals alike with a brief and engaging look at one prescient trend: the convergence of search and database technologies. This convergence has given rise to a new breed of non-relational ('NoSQL') databases and data stores, and to a new generation of search engines that share characteristics with both non-relational and relational databases. It is this new type of engine that supports Search Based Applications (SBAs), which are software applications built on a search rather than
	database backbone. SBAs offer a pragmatic way to solve both well-known and emerging information management challenges as of now, while shedding light on what tomorrow's information systems might look like.
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Optical Precursors: From Classical Waves to Single Photons (SpringerBriefs in Physics)Springer, 2013

	Ever since Einstein’s special relativity in 1905, the principle of invariant light speed in vacuum has been attracting attention from a wide range of disciplines. How to interpret the principle of light speed? Is light referred to continuous light, or light pulse with definite boundaries? Recent discovery of superluminal medium...
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The Foundations of StatisticsDover Publications, 1972

	
		
			With the 1954 publication of his Foundations of Statistics, in which he proposed a basis that takes into account not only strictly objective and repetitive events, but also vagueness and interpersonal differences, Leonard J. Savage opened the greatest controversy in modern statistical thought. His theory of the...
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Essential Computer Security: Everyone's Guide to Email, Internet, and Wireless SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2006
Essential Computer Security provides the vast home user and small office computer market with the information they must know in order to understand the risks of computing on the Internet and what they can do to protect themselves.

Tony Bradley is the Guide for the About.com site for Internet Network Security. In his role managing the...
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Environmental Engineering: Designing a Sustainable Future (Green Technology)Facts on File, 2009
Environmental engineering's future seems boundless because it is based in the myriad ways in which nature solves its own engineering challenges. People have yet to design a system that pumps water 200 feet straight up toward the sky in a system that is silent, requires no mechanical pumps, and never malfunctions, yet giant sequoia trees do this...
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Integrated Business Processes with ERP SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	As more and more businesses around the world adopt enterprise systems, it

	becomes increasingly important for students to develop a more process-centric

	perspective that refl ects the realities of the modern business environment in

	which they will work. Because business operations and enterprise systems are

	so tightly...
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Oracle Regular Expressions Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2003
Oracle Regular Expressions Pocket Reference is  part tutorial and part quick-reference. It's suitable for those who have never  used regular expressions before, as well as those who have experience with Perl  and other languages supporting regular expressions. The book describes Oracle  Database 10G's support for...
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